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         Yes my XYL and I were really there



What surprised me was all flights in and 
out of Easter Island were Boeing 767s 



I can thank Terri for making this happen

I had asked Elecraft about loaning me a KX3.

They immediately said yes, but I wasn’t sure about taking a 
radio on our first trip out of the USA.

This wasn’t a DXpedition, but a family trip.  

It also wasn’t a “take all my camera equipment” trip either.

 



I had applied for my reciprocal license

 Terri had seen the e-mail trail with Chile’s radio club 
which handled getting my license.  The club was 
fantastic.  Had to scan my FCC license & passport.

 She told me “If you don’t take a radio, you will regret 
it for the rest of your life.  Just DO IT.

 How’s that for a supportive wife?

 Originally we were to take only four backpacks.
 We added one checkable suitcase with clothes, 

allowing one backpack for radio equipment and one 
for some camera equipment. 



License from Chile



Here was the equipment in our cabin



  What, no accessory paddle?

 You can see I cannot operate a paddle.
 But a trusty J-38 did the job.

 You have heard of “hand-eye coordination”. 
 I don’t have “hand – brain coordination”.
 I really needed both the key and the mic. 
 Conditions changed from day to day.
 The last day was 15 meter CW only.



Accessories besides the KX3

 I purchased an A123 lithium 4.6 AH battery.
 ALM12V7 (12 volt- 60Wh)
 Terminal voltage 13.3 volts.
 Estimate could easily operate 4 hours.
 Charger looks like one for a laptop, but was 

designed for a different battery chemistry.
 LiFePO4 Battery Charger
 Model CP1215, 100-240 VAC
 Output +12.8 V @ 1.5 amps
 Charge light goes from red to green



Battery choices seemed obvious for this trip

Surprisingly Elecraft didn’t have many suggestions.

KX3 can run 8 internal NiMh batteries, but only at 5 watts.

I figured I needed the extra 3.8 dB by running 12 watts !

I made a Y connector so I could float the battery when on the air, 
but that caused S9+ hash, so that concept was abandoned.

The charger was ordered with an Anderson Powerpole connector.  

The KX3 power cable can also be ordered with Powerpole.

HRO carries the connectors and wire.    



What would my antenna options be?

 I had no idea where I would be able to set up.
 Space would be limited, so I chose to only 

operate on 10 and 15 meters.
 That ended up to be a good choice.
 Both bands were tried each day.
 There was a morning sked at 9:30 AM EST 

and afternoon sked at 4:00 PM EST.



Initial Antenna Setup



Here is the “Antenna Farm”



KX3 uses BNC for the antenna, so I went with BNC everywhere

I took two 24-foot RG-58C/U cables and some BNC barrels.

The antenna feed was a BNC T, and two BNC to dual-banana jack.

15 meter Inverted-V was tied to the south cabin eaves.

10 meter antenna was an Inverted-U for simplicity.

Antenna height about 15 feet at the apex.

Antenna was broadside North / South.  More good luck. 

No, I didn’t string the antenna between two Moai statues !



View looking north towards Colorado 



Close-up of part of the antenna



Stations worked from CE0Y/NC0B

SSB on 10 and 15 meters:

   W0ALC, N9RC, K8DEL, W7SAO, 
W1MBB,K0SX, W9UCW, K0COI

CW on 15 meters on Sunday:

   K4QZB, SM6CUK, K8ZBN, KL7QOW, 
WA2TPQ, W0ALC, W0IVJ

Total contacts: 25



Largest set of Moai on the island



Sunrise on Easter Island 
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